With the success of Shenzhou spacecraft rendezvous and docking with Tiangong-1 and Tiangong-2, the future tasks of the space station such as space garbage clean-up requires the control of spacecraft attitude to be more and more accurate. Because of the high cost of the attitude control and regulation test in space, the experiments are usually carried out on the ground. In order to simulate the microgravity environment of space, the gravity of the aircraft model is needed to be overcame in the ground test. Presently, there are two ways that not only overcome the gravity of the aircraft model but also make the aircraft to freedom of movement: one is to use non-contact force to overcome the gravity, such as electromagnetic force, but this approach requires the control of non-contact force to be very accurate, which needs difficult technology and faces the high cost; another way is to use liquid buoyancy to overcome gravity, which only needs to ensure that the average density of the aircraft model is equal to the density of the liquid, and the aircraft model can be suspended at any position in the liquid, using the thrust produced by the propeller to carry out the free movement. This technique is not difficult and low cost, but in the control of aircraft model movement needs to overcome the force and torque generated by the liquid. Therefore, the buoyancy of water is used to overcome the gravity of the vehicle model, and a neutral buoyancy force is obtained. Then the numerical analysis technique is used to calculate the hydrodynamic coefficient of the model. At the same time, by changing the propeller thrust, the response curves of aircraft moving in vertical and horizontal directions are simulated and verified. The results show that the model can reach a new equilibrium state in 0.8~1 seconds. This paper provides a theoretical basis for guiding the tunnel test of aircraft model, which is one of the important links in the iterative design of space vehicles.
Introduction
With the implementation of the space station plan and the space robot plan for cleaning up space debris, the requirements for spacecraft attitude control will become more accurate [1] [2] [3] [4] . Therefore, it is necessary to obtain the relevant control parameters through the neutral buoyancy simulation experiment [6] [7] [8] .
In the ground experiment, the neutral buoyancy experiment system with the same specific gravity density with water plays a very important role. The neutral buoyancy tank can be very large [9] [10] [11] , which can be used for long-time and unlimited six-DOF continuous motion test of large-scale experiment body. It is an ideal space activity and operation demonstration simulation method. But first of all, we need to get the hydrodynamic coefficient of the experimental body to design the control law to control the experimental body. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out water tunnel experiment on the experimental body, which is not only costly but also laborious in the whole experiment.
With the development of computer technology, it is possible to analyze and calculate the hydrodynamics coefficient of the experiment body with numerical simulation technique [12] [13] .
Therefore, this paper uses the mature CFD technique to calculate the hydrodynamic coefficient of the experiment body, and then corrects the hydrodynamic coefficients to obtain the final hydrodynamic coefficients. This method reduces the number of experiments, which saves the cost and time while guaranteeing the accuracy of the hydrodynamic coefficient of the experimental body as well as improving the efficiency to obtain the hydrodynamic coefficient of the experimental body quickly.
Jiang et al. [14] used CFD to calculate the drag coefficients and pitch moment coefficients of cylinder, sphere and cube at different water velocities and angles of attack. However, the experimental model used was too simple to consider the experimental zone sideslip angle and shape change and so on.
Yang et al. [15] calculated the hydrodynamic derivative of a ship. However, the use of the ship model is very simple, thus the accuracy of the results is inadequate.
Zhang et al. [16] took a long-range submersible as a research object, using approximation estimation, potential flow theory based on the panel method, and FLUENT simulation of circulating water tank test respectively, to solve its hydrodynamic coefficient. The calculation results are compared with the experimental results of model circulating tank operation performance, and then the applicable range of the three calculation methods is summarized and evaluated. However, there is also the problem of over-simplification of the model.
In this paper, a spacecraft experiment with a mechanical manipulator is analyzed and calculated by numerical simulation. The hydrodynamic coefficients of the experiment body under different working conditions are calculated respectively when the manipulator is linear and L shape. The results are verified by simulation, which can be used to guide the experimental body to conduct water tunnel test and design the control system of spacecraft experiment body.
Hydrodynamic coefficients calculation

Conditions and solving settings 1) Geometric shape
Considering that the space mission of spacecraft is to clean up the space garbage, the manipulator makes various actions to grab the space garbage, therefore two typical motion states of the spacecraft robot arm: linear and L-shaped, are selected. For the CFD calculation, the engine is closed, and a number of small steps for smoothing, processing results shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 .
In order to describe the directions of the three force and torque coefficient, the following coordinate system are defined: X axis in the experimental body symmetry plane parallel to the robot arm pointing forward, Y axis perpendicular to the experimental body symmetry to the right, Z axis in the experimental body symmetry plane perpendicular to the XY plane pointing down, and the origin O is located in the experimental body of the geometric center, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . 
Hydrodynamic coefficient
When the experimental device is moving in water, the drag coefficient and the pitch moment coefficient of the experimental body are very important to the movement and longitudinal attitude of the experimental body. Therefore, this paper analyzes the factors that influence the drag coefficient and the pitch moment coefficient.
It is found that the drag coefficient and the pitch moment coefficient do not change with the velocity of the water when the water velocity changes in a small range. The typical values are shown in Fig. 3 to Fig. 6 .
The drag coefficient curve and the pitch moment coefficient curve of the manipulator in the linear and L state are corresponding to each other, which means that when the sideslip angle and the angle of attack are within a certain range, the state of the arm does not change the development of the drag coefficient and the pitch moment coefficient. But the state of the manipulator will affect the values of the drag coefficient and the pitch moment coefficient, as shown in Fig. 3 to Fig. 6 . Whether the state of the manipulator will influence the development of the drag coefficient and the pitch moment coefficient at a larger angle of attack and a larger angle of attack will require further study.
As the angle of attack increases, the drag coefficient gradually decreases and then increases as shown in Fig. 3 , 5, 7 and 9, while the pitch moment coefficient increases as the angle of attack increases as shown in Fig. 6, 8 , and 10. As the angle of attack increases, the normal force acting in the Z-axis of the body coordinate system gradually increases, and the axial force acting on the X-axis direction of the body coordinate system gradually decreases, but the normal force and axial force are at the Z direction, and the pressing force is in front of the reference point O. Thereby it generates a rise torque, and the rise-up torque is gradually increased, that is, the pitch connection coefficient is gradually increased. At the same time, as the angle of attack increases, the viscous frictional resistance and differential pressure resistance of the experimental body decrease, so the drag coefficient decreases first, and then with the further increase of the angle of attack, the fluid begins to separate and rapidly increase. Thus the drag coefficient gradually increased, as shown in When there is a small side slip angle, both sides of the robot will affect the drag coefficient and the pitch moment coefficient for both the straight line and the L-shape of the manipulator. However, the drag coefficient and the pitch moment coefficient vary with the angle of attack curve shape has little effect, as shown in Fig. 7 to Fig. 10 . 
Dynamic simulation analysis
The hydrodynamic coefficients calcula-ted by CFD can be used to simulate the dynamic model and simulate the motion of the experiment body. The response curve of the experiment body underwater under the given speed is verified, and the response time of the experiment body is obtained.
Dynamic modeling of experimental body 1) Modeling the in the vertical direction Assuming that the body moves in the vertical direction and does not consider rotation, the equation is given by
Where z T is engine thrust, F is buoyancy, G is gravity, Q is dynamic pressure of water, S is reference area, C is drag coefficient in Z direction, m is experimental mass, c is damping coefficient, k is elastic coefficient, and S is the experimental body displacement. When moving slowly in water, c and k can be ignored.
2) Modeling the in the horizontal direction Assuming that the experimental body moves only in the vertical direction and does not account for rotation, the equation is given by
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Where, x T is the engine thrust, Q is the hydrodynamic pressure, S is the reference area, and C dx is the coefficient in the X direction drag. The relationship between the horizontal displacement and time From the simulation curves of horizontal and vertical motion, we can get that, when the thrust force is given, the experiment body will do the acceleration and deceleration gradually. After a certain period of time, the resistance and thrust will be balanced. From the figures, it can be found that the velocity reaches 95% of the steady-state value for the first time in about 0.8 seconds, which means that the experimental body can quickly overcome the water resistance and achieve the desired steady-state value.
Conclusion
In this paper, the scaled experimental model of the spacecraft is established, and the micro step as well as the thruster is processed accordingly, which is made for the CFD simulation. The experimental results show that the hydrodynamic coefficients (3 force coefficients and 3 moment coefficients) of each state can be obtained by the numerical analysis of more than 100 states of the manipulator with linear and L shape. The influence of the velocity, angle of attack and sideslip angle on the drag coefficient and the pitching moment coefficient are compared and analyzed.
The experimental results show that the experimental model of the spacecraft can respond quickly and reach a new equilibrium state when the manipulator is linear or L-shaped. The hydrodynamic coefficients calculated by CFD can be simulated by establishing the dynamic model, which can guide the experiments to conduct water tunnel experiments. At the same time, the hydrodynamic coefficient calculated by CFD is used to design the control law, which lays a solid foundation for the design of autopilot.
After obtaining the experimental data of experimental cavity tunnel experiment, the theoretical data calculated by CFD should be compared with each other and modified with each other to accumulate experience for better CFD calculations and experiments.
